Tuxton color chart

Use the following for custom decal decoration and logos

Tuxton is here to help you individualize your tabletop personality with custom decal & logo decoration. Imagine having your logo or corporate design produced on an item to set you apart from the competition.

Tuxton can help you create your perfect tabletop with unsurpassed quality, innovation and reasonable lead times. There are endless possibilities in creating the right look for you.

Requirements:
• 12 dozen minimum per item
• Art work must be 1:1 scale at 300 dpi or higher in resolution
• PMS numbers
• Trademark authorization
• Placement
• A digital image of the custom decorated product will be provided for verification.

All custom orders are subject to a 10% overage or shortage of ordered quantity. A 50% deposit is required when placing the purchaser order, and/or a purchase agreement must be signed. There are no returns on custom items.

Once the price quotation is accepted, a production sample is made and requires 3-4 weeks. Art work and design specifications must meet the requirements from Tuxton China. Once the production sample is approved, and the purchase order is confirmed, we require a lead time of 90-120 days for the products to be available.

For more information regarding custom designs, please feel free to contact your local representative or contact us directly at 877-288-9866. We look forward to working with you!

*New Item

* Color may vary slightly from photos due to different print and computer settings.